
WHEN STUDENTS SAY
Assessing the PR Magnitude

Your organization’s Title IX coordinator, human resources department, local police 
department, and/or even an independent investigator will be involved with 
researching all of the facts related to a sexual harassment or assault case. Your job 
will be to gather the various information pieces so that you can assess the public 
relations magnitude and determine the appropriate communication response.

1-Obtain a clear definition of the type of sexual harassment incident: was it verbal 
(and what types of words were used) , one-time or persistent, and/or physical?  
Clearly defining whether the incident was sexual harassment, sexual assault, or 
sexual misconduct is key in developing communication responses to the crisis.

2- Evaluate the depth of the allegations.  Is the accused another student, an 
administrator, a teacher, a site staff member, and does that person have expanded 
influence beyond their role in the district?

3-Assess the manner in which the allegations are made. Were they made by a 
student or employee?  Were they made on social media or in a public forum?  Were 
they filed in a formal written complaint? Or, were the allegations shared with a 
colleague, another student, a teacher, or an administrator? What type, manner and 
other information is being shared publicly regarding the accused?

4- Research whether prior harassment claims were filed against this individual, and 
the outcomes from those investigations, and whether the same victim is involved 
(and whether the victim or prior victims received follow up communication, and the 
nature of that communication regarding their prior complaint).

Alternatives moving forward:

Small Magnitude (complaint filed, no public posting): Monitor the situation and 
respond if the situation becomes public

Medium Magnitude (complaint filed, high profile employee, no public posting): 
Monitor the situation and respond if the situation becomes public

Large Magnitude (complaint filed, misconduct or assault, some or a lot of 
public posting/harassment, high profile employee; assault or misconduct and 
no public posting): Prepare statements/response as outlined below.  
Note: Situation automatically becomes large magnitude once victim or    

 knowledge about victim’s situation goes public.
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